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Goals for today

1. Show that simple NPC problems arise frequently and in varied
contexts

2. General format of NPC proof

3. Common mistakes

4. What to do when your problem is NPC



A brief history of P vs NP

The P vs NP question was implicitly posed in an unpublished
letter from Godel to von Neumann:



In the Soviet Union
Yablonsky was investigating perebor, the concept of forced search.

Unfortunately, his students mistook his work on perebor as an
algorithmic fact, rather than a conjecture



Jack Edmonds

Jack Edmonds published the first statement of the P vs NP
problem to justify his interest in polynomial time algorithms for

matching.



Cook and Levin

Steven Cook proved that NPC problems existed and even gave a
combinatorial example, clique. Independently, Leonid Levin did a
similar proof (using tiling as the example) in the Soviet Union, but
needed to be tactful because Yablonsky’s students were politically
powerful. So his work did not recieve as much attention at the
time.



Richard Karp

Richard Karp’s follow up paper showed six NPC problems that had
previously been studied by different people.

Since then, he has been one of the deepest researchers both on
NPC and on methods for coping once your problem is NPC



He’s talking here today



Format for NPC

Say we have problem A that we know is NPC , and problem B
that we are trying to prove NPC . We need to give a mapping
reduction F from A to B. (Not the other way!)
Note that we are trying to show: if there exist hard instances of A,
then there exist hard instances of B. So we do not need that F
includes all instances of B in its range, and we do not need that F
can be inverted.



What A and B look like

Since A,B ∈ NP (need to check for B before starting),
xA ∈ Aiff ∃yARA(xA, yA) and
xB ∈ Biff ∃yBRA(xB , yB)
We should have xA ∈ A iff xB = F (xA) ∈ B.



Proving reductions correct

So what we need is, for xB = F (xA), ∃yARA(xA, yA) iff
∃yB ,RB(xB , yB) So what we need to do is:

1. Define carefully the mapping F . We need to show how to
construct the instance xB of B from the instance xA of A.
Make sure types match, and that F ∈ P.

2. Define a map G from solutions to xB to solutions to xA.
Assume RB(xB , yB). Prove RA(xA,G (yB)). This shows that,
if xB ∈ B, then xA ∈ A.

3. Define a map H from solutions to xA to solutions to xB .
Assume RA(xA, yA). Prove RB(xB ,H(yA)). This shows that, if
xA ∈ A, then xB ∈ B.



Common mistakes

1. Reduce in the right direction. Known hard problem to
unknown problem.

2. We cannot use a solution yA to define F , since we don’t know
such a solution yet.

3. F ,G ,H don’t need to be one-to-one or onto.

4. Remember to give the map H!!



Circuit − SAT to 3− SAT

F : Given C , we construct C ′(z1...zm), where we have a variable zi
for each gate of C , and clauses that interpret gi = opi (gj , gk) for
every middle gate, and the clause zm for the output gate.
G : Given a satisfying assignment to C ′, we use the values for the
first n variables to define a satisfying assignment to C
H: Given a satisfying assignment to C , we use the resulting values
given to the gates of C on this assignment to define a satisfying
assignment to C ′.



Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Like NP but relation involves just local conditions on variables
from a fixed range. CSPa,,r : constraints involve at most a
variables each, variables take on r values.
3SAT = CSP3,2.
We’ll reduce from 3− SAT to CSP2,3, constraints involving just
two variables, but where each variable has 3 possible values. From
CSP2,3, we’ll be able to further reduce to natural graph problems
such as 3-colorability and Big independent set.



The reduction

Say Φ = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ ....Cm is a 3− CNF in variables x1...xn, and
each Ci = li ,1 ∨ li ,2 ∨ li ,3.
F : We create a CSP with m variables taking on values 1, 2, 3 as
follows. The variable vi represents how we satisfy Ci , either
through li ,1, li ,2, li ,3. Then for each pair i , j , i ′, j ′ where li ,j = ¬li ′,j ′ ,
add the constraint that, if vi = j ,then vi ′ 6= j ′.



Proof of equivalence

G : Assume we have values to the variables vi that satisfy all of the
constraints of the created CSP.
Then we will let x be assigned True if there is some vi so that
li ,vi = x . x will be assigned False otherwise.
Let Ci be a clause. Ci = li ,1 ∨ li ,2 ∨ li ,3. If li ,vi is a positive varialbe
x , our rule assigned x value True, and the clause Ci is satisfied. If
li ,vi is ¬x , then we cannot have any i ′ where li ′,vi′ = x , because
that would violate the constraint. So our rule assigns x the value
False, and Ci is satisfied. Since each clause of Φ is satisfied, Φ is
satisfied by this assignment.



Proof of equivalence

H: Assume we have a satisfying assignment to the Φ, x1..xn. For
each clause Ci , it is satisfied by one of its three literals. Assign
value vi to be the number of the first satisfied literal. Since we
cannot have both x and ¬x be satisfying literals for different
clauses, this assignment meets all of the constraints of our CSP.
Thus, CSP2,3 is NP-complete.



From CSP2,3 to BigIndSet

Idea: relationships between two variables = edges in a graph
Say we have a CSP with variables v1..vn ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
constraints Ri ,j(vi , vj) for some pairs i , j .
F : We create a graph and an integer k from the CSP as follows:
For every i , create a triangle ui ,1, ui ,2, ui ,3, (where we will put ui ,vi

in the independent set). If ¬Ri ,j(d , d ′), i.e., we are not allowed to
give vi = d and vj = d ′, then we put an additional edge between
ui ,d and ui ′,d ′ . We set k = n.



Equivalence

G : Assume S is an independent set in the constructed graph of
size k = n. Then each triangle must have exactly one element in
the independent set. We assign vi to be the one value d so that
ui ,d ∈ S . This meets every constraint, because if it failed for a
constraint between vi and vi ′ , there’d be an edge between the two
vertices ui ,vi and ui ′,vi′

, both of which are in the supposed
independent set S .



Equivalence

H: Assume there is an assignment v1...vn that meets all the
constraints. Let S = {ui ,vi}. |S | = n = k . S has exactly one
vertex per trianlge, and if there were an edge between the two
vertices ui ,vi and ui ′,vi′

, both of which are in the supposed
independent set S , then vi , vi ′ would violate the constraint Ri ,i ′ .
So S is an independent set in the constructed graph


